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Recent interest in the mechanical p ro p e r ti e s of c e l l s a n d fo rc edependent cellular dynamics has inspired the development of a number of mechanical tools to probe live cells. Cells subject to high mechanical stress, such as chondrocytes, osteocytes, and myocytes, are the focus of studies on tissue remodeling (1, 2, 3) . Inside the cell, structures such as the cytoskeleton and cellular anchors called focal adhesions reconfigure at a molecular level in response to mechanical cues (4, 5, 6) . Measuring the global viscoelastic properties of cells and gauging intracellular responses to mechanical perturbation require sensitive devices with the precision to locally perturb cells without lysis.
Existing strategies such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and cytoindentors are restricted to single-cell manipulation. AFM probes the chemomechanical response of single cells with a beaded cantilever maneuvered by a set of piezo translation stages to indent cells one-by-one (7) . Similarly, cytoindentors use piezo actuators to move a single glass probe to deform cells (8) .
Biological samples are inherently highly variable, thus many experiments must be conducted on many cells in order to acquire sufficient statistical power to understand the behavior of cell populations and
Parallelized cytoindentation using convex micropatterned surfaces
Here we present a high-throughput, parallelized cytoindentor for local compression of live cells. The cytoindentor uses convex lens-induced confinement (CLiC) to indent micrometer-sized areas in single cells and/or populations of cells with submicron precision. This is accomplished using micropatterned poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) films that are adhered to a convex lens to create arrays of extrusions referred to here as "posts." These posts caused local deformation of subcellular regions without any evidence of cell lysis upon CLiC indentation. Our micropost arrays were also functionalized with glycoproteins, such as fibronectin, to both pull and compress cells under customized confinement geometries. Measurements of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cell migration trajectories and oxidative stress showed that the CLiC device did not damage or significantly stress the cells. Our novel tool opens a new area of investigation for visualizing mechanobiology and mechanochemistry within living cells, and the high-throughput nature of the technique will streamline investigations as current tools for mechanically probing material properties and molecular dynamics within cells, such as traditional cytoindentors and atomic force microscopy (AFM), are typically restricted to single-cell manipulation.
Reports

METHOD SUMMARY
Here we present a high-throughput, precision cytoindentor that integrates convex lens-induced confinement (CLiC) microscopy within a live-cell incubator to enable simultaneous manipulation of multiple cells in combination with high-resolution microscopy. Micropatterned arrays of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) posts adhered to the convex lens locally deformed subcellular regions without cell lysis, enabling direct visualization of mechanochemistry and mechanotransduction. (9) . Single-cell micropipette aspiration, which applies a negative pressure to the cell and constricts the cell membrane through an orifice, has been applied in a parallel manner to characterize mechanophenotypes of single cells in suspension (10) . However, micropipette aspiration can be challenging to apply to adherent cells. Sasoglu et al. proposed a microfabrication technique to produce arrays of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) cylindrical posts, which can be maneuvered by micromanipulators to simultaneously indent multiple adhered cells (11) . However, to our knowledge, no parallel cell perturbation device has been demonstrated on live cells.
Here, we adapt a single-molecule imaging technique, convex lensinduced conf inement (CLiC), for high-throughput parallel cytoindentation. The live-cell CLiC platform was integrated within a stage-top microscope incubator for easy adaptation to a wide variety of microscope platforms, and PDMS micropost arrays enabled local loading of force ( Figure 1 ). The device is an extension of previously published in vitro CLiC instruments that we developed to image biomolecules in aqueous solution (12, 13) . It functions with a precision z-axis stepper motor to lower a plano-convex "CLiC-lens" into contact with the cell surface and gradually deform it mechanically ( Figure  1A ). To enable local deformation of cells on a customized, sub-cellular length scale (µm), a PDMS film patterned with microposts was designed ( Figure  1B ) and adhered to the outer CLiC lens surface ( Figure 1A) . The cellular compression imposed by the microposts was greatest at the center of the lens and decreased radially away from the center ( Figure 1A ). PDMS micropost arrays with customized geometries and densities can be easily prototyped, making CLiC a versatile cytoindentation tool for manipulating and visualizing cells. Distortions to cell shape in vitro have been linked to activation of apoptosis (14) , and it remains unclear whether live cells can withstand sustained local loading. To demonstrate that the CLiC cytoindentor does not cause apoptosis or cytotoxicity, cells were indented for extended periods of time while cell lysis and oxidative stress levels were measured.
Materials and methods
Cell culture For cytoindentation, CHO-K1 cells were plated on 35-mm coverglass bottom dishes (Cat#FD-35; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL). Dishes were coated with 2 µg/mL human plasma fibronectin (Millipore, Temecula, CA) for 45 min at 37°C. Dishes were then washed three times with PBS to remove excess fibronectin before plating cells. Cells were plated and allowed to adhere for 12 h at 37°C in a 5% humidified CO 2 environment prior to cytoindentation.
Confocal microscopy
CHO-K1 cells were imaged on a Carl Zeiss Axiobserver microscope (Jena, Germany) using a plan-Apochromat 20×/0.8 M27 air objective coupled to a 710 laser scanning confocal microscope head. Two different instrument settings were used for cell tracking and functional imaging experiments. For cell tracking experiments, the triple color main beam splitter (MBS 488/561/633) was used, and paxillin-EGFP fluorescence was excited using 2% power from the 488 nm laser line of a 25-mW argon ion laser. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage was maintained at 800 V, while the pinhole size was set to 38 µm or 1 Airy Unit. Images were collected using an 850 × 850 µm sub-region at 1024 × 1024-pixel resolution with a 1.27 µs pixel dwell time and 2× line averaging. To track cells post-compression, 3 sets of X Y-tile scan Z stacks were collected over a range of ~10 mm in height, with 13 image planes and 0.837 µm between Z sections. Z stacks were collected every 30 min for 12 h at 2 separate locations, and these images in the xy-planes were stitched together by the Zeiss Zen software.
To image mitochondrial membrane potential, a two-color main beam splitter (MBS 488/543) was used, and tetramethyl rhodamine methyl ester (TMRM) (Molecular Probes, Eugene OR) was excited using 2% power from a 543 nm HeNe laser line. The PMT voltage was maintained at 800 V, while the pinhole size was set to 116 µm. Images were collected using a 415 × 415 µm sub-region at 1024 × 1024-pixel resolution, 1.27 µs pixel dwell time, and 16× line averaging. Three sets of images were collected every 60 s for 10 iterations. was heated to 37°C and maintained with humidified 5% CO 2 balanced with air. This instrument design will allow the CLiC cytoindentation setup to be simply modified for compatibility with various stage designs.
An automated MicroStage z-axis stepper motor (MadCityLabs Inc.) provided the driving force of the CLiC-lens, with a step size of 95 nm and a range of 1.54 mm ( Figure  1A ). Sub-micron resolution enabled the precise indentation of living cells with no cell lysis. LabView code was written to computer control the device and enabled precise indentation and retraction, measured using the xz-scan feature of the confocal microscope ( Figure 2A ).
Microfabrication of the PDMS micropost array
A suite of PDMS micropost arrays were micro-fabricated by replica-molding (15) . The replica-molding template was made by first priming a 6-inch silicon wafer in a vacuum cure oven Canada). After soft-baking for 3 min at 95°C, the wafer was exposed to UV light under a photomask printed with arrays of circles ranging 6-20 mm in diameter, separated by a space of 6 mm, and spanning a 10 mm diameter array. Areas of SU-8 that were not exposed to UV-light were rinsed away by an SU-8 developer for 4 min while the array of cylindrical pits on the silicon wafer remained. The micropost array template was silanized with trichloro(1,1,2,2,-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigma Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) prior to casting PDMS films in order to facilitate PDMS release. PDMS micropost arrays were fabricated by pouring a PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard 184) (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) at a 10:1 base to catalyst ratio over the template. The PDMS was degassed under vacuum to remove bubbles, spun at 800 rpm for 20 s to produce a uniform layer 150 mm in thickness (16) , and baked at 100°C for 30 min to promote crosslinking of the pre-polymer. Using tweezers, the PDMS films with arrays of micropost extrusions were removed from the template, sterilized in 100% ethanol, and stored in Petri dishes.
Functionalization of PDMS micropost array
To adhe re to c e lls a nd e na ble cytopulling, PDMS micropost arrays were incubated with 50 mg/mL of fibronectin in PBS for 1 h to coat the posts with fibronectin (17) . Cells were cytoindented for 15 min before the stepper motor was used to lift the lens upwards and pull on cells ( Figure 2B ).
PDMS is an optically transparent elastomer and exhibits little autofluorescence. To visualize the position of microarray posts relative to the cells during confocal microscopy, the micropost arrays were fluorescently labeled with a lipophilic dye, DiI (1,1´dioleyl-3,3,3´,3´-tetramethylindocarbocyanine methane sulfonate) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). DiI was then imaged with 561-nm laser excitation ( Figure 2C ). With standard image acquisition settings, DiI and EGFP can be imaged independently. However, DiI is weakly excited by the 488 nm laser. If the emission wavelengths for the green fluorescence are expanded, the DiI fluorescence can be imaged simultaneously with the EGFP (Figures 1B and  2B ). However, a narrow set of green emission wavelengths could be used if the signals need to be separated with the PDMS micropost array signal in the orange channel ( Figure 2C ) and the fluorescence emission from EGFP in the green channel.
Cell tracking post-cytoindentation
The center of the lens, which is the first point of contact with the cells, was located by first lowering the lens into a 35-mm dish containing a solution of 10 -7 M rhodamine (Sigma Aldrich). The compression lens confines dye molecules to a thin focal plane, and the gap height varies parabolically with the curvature of the lens (12) . Regions of low gap height, namely at the center of the lens, exclude more dye molecules; thus, the point of lowest REPORTS fluorescence corresponds to the point of first contact. After determining the location of the center of the lens, a film containing 4000 PDMS microposts-measuring 8 mm in diameter-was mounted onto the compression lens. Using an xz-line scan that provided real-time visual feedback of the lens position (Figure 2A) , the micropost array was slowly brought into contact, and the cells were compressed to ~80% of their original height (1.5 ± 0.8 µm) ( Figure 2B ). After 2 hours, the CLiC lens was retracted, and a time-lapse of the paxillin-EGFP expression in cells was taken at 30 min intervals overnight for 12 h. A subtotal of 25 compressed cells either at the lens periphery or the lens center ( Figure 3A) were tracked over time. This experiment was performed in triplicate, and a total of 75 cells were tracked for each location (i.e., periphery or center of the lens). The positions of the cells were tracked using the track objects feature in MetaMorph (MDS Analytical Technologies, Sunnyvale, CA) and plotted as Rose plots ( Figure 3B ). For Rose plots, the location of each cell in the first frame of the time-lapse was set to (0,0), and the positions of the cells relative to their own starting positions are then plotted ( Figure 3B , each color is a different cell). The average speed of each cell was measured from the tracks and plotted as a histogram for the uncompressed and compressed cells ( Figure 3C ). To determine the nature of the cellular movements (i.e., random, directed, confined) the mean square displacement (MSD) values of the cells were calculated based on Equation 1 . The MSDs of the cells were averaged for each condition and then plotted ( Figure 3D ). 
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Detect Figure 2C ). T he plano-convex inde ntation surface confers several advantages for cell compression. If a flat indentation surface were tilted with respect to the xy-plane it would contact the cell culture plate edge-first, while a curved indentation surface would make a uniform contact even if the lens were slightly tilted with respect to the cell culture dish. This makes the curved CLiC cytoindentor platform both robust and practical. Applying CLiC as a cytoindentation technique eliminates the need of a correcting tilting table, which can be complex and expensive (8) . Importantly, a convex lens with a large radius of curvature ensures that the surface of the lens center, which is in contact with cells, is locally flat. The height of the ceiling is governed by:
where r is the distance from the point of contact, R is the radius of curvature of the lens, and h is the gap height (12). Here we used a convex lens with a focal length of 100 mm, which was essentially flat over a large field-of-view due to the ceiling height being only 25 nm at 100 mm away from the center of lens ( Figure 2, A and B) . Although the variation in lens height was marginal near the center of the lens, it became markedly larger much further away (>400 µm) as h scales exponentially with radius r. Thus, the parabolic ceiling of the lens engaged a mild gradient of confinement, which compressed cells near the center of the lens and tapered off at the edge of the lens ( Figure 3A , edge of the field-of-view). This heterogeneous cell compression across a large field-of-view allows for control and compression experiments to be conducted as a single experiment in one region of a sample ( Figure 3A ). Variable compression can be easily measured from the comparison between a 3-D confocal stack of images collected both before and after compression. The current setup exhibited little backlash and drift. Retracting the lens did not displace any cells in the fieldof-view (Figure 2A) , and compressed cells maintained their original position. Thus, cy toindentation with PDMS micropost arrays can be explored as a possible alternative to fixing agents used in super-resolution microscopy techniques (e.g., STORM) to hold cells in place during imaging. The current installment of the cytoindentor relies on visual feedback updated in the xz-plane to maneuver the PDMS posts. The axis of cross-section influences the appearance of the PDMS posts. Whereas an xz-plane taken near the surface of the posts gives the PDMS posts a solid appearance (Figure 2A) , an xz-plane taken through the diameter of the posts gives the PDMS posts a hollow appearance ( Figure 2B ). Because the axial resolution is especially limited on confocal microscopes, precise quantitative measurement of confinement depth per individual cell remains a challenge. It would be interesting to apply the device using structured illumination microscopy to improve z-axis resolution. Additionally, coverage of compression and heterogeneity of compression from cell to cell is complicated by a static distribution of microposts. During cytoindentation, some cells can be indented by more than one micropost, and others can be indented at a location different from other cells. A future cytoindentor design with a closed-loop piezo controller providing positional feedback could repor t precise indentation depth. Uniform coverage of cells can be addressed by prototyping silicon masters and corresponding PDMS micropost arrays of varying density, and pairing that setup with ideal cell confluency to engineer the number of posts per cell in a precise manner. Patterning of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins on the coverglass surface could also be paired with patterned micropost arrays. The parallel nature and statistical power of CLiC cytoindentation will allow data to be separated into populations of cells that are perturbed in similar ways. The high-throughput nature of the device will provide tremendous amounts of information that is not readily accessible with existing technologies.
We were also able to demonstrate that the cytoindentor can be used as a cytopuller. PDMS microposts were functionalized with the ECM protein fibronectin and were brought into contact with cells. After 15 min, the cells adhered to the fibronectin-coated posts and could be pulled vertically during lens retraction ( Figure 2B ). This can be used as a tool to shed new light on how extracellular forces regulate intracellular machinery, such as actin stress fibers.
To test if the cytoindentation had any adverse effects on cell health, cell migration was measured before and after compression. Past work has demonstrated that cell migration speeds slow down when cells are stressed (unpublished data). Our results show that cells continued to migrate even after compression for 2 hours (0.127 ± 0.062 µm/min) ( Figure 3 , B and C), albeit slightly slower than their uncompressed cohort (0.139 ± 0.063 µm/min; P = 0.003). Visual inspection revealed no obvious morphological changes in the cells, such as rounding up or blebbing. Cell migration appeared to be more directional following compression as seen in the representative Rose plots ( Figure 3B ). However, an MSD analysis of the data revealed that the type of cell movement was similar before or after compression ( Figure 3D ). The black curve shows the expected MSD curve for directed cell movement, the gray curve for random movement of the cells, and the blue and red plots for compressed and uncompressed cells, respectively ( Figure 3D ). The slopes of the 2 plots are nearly identical at 1.31 and 1.37, respectively. Approximately 14% of compressed cells and uncompressed control cells exhibited directed motion. The fact that indented cells continued to migrate post-compression and behave similar to their uncompressed counterparts suggests that the CLiC cytoindentation does not damage membrane integrity nor does it induce significant cell stress. CLiC cytoindentation thus serves as a viable platform for high-throughput, parallelized local loading on live cells.
We did want to look for more subtle indications of cell stress, so we examined the oxidative stress response using the mitochondrial potential marker TMRM, a potential-driven colorimetric dye. Whereas TMRM accumulates in the inner membrane space of the mitochondria of healthy cells, TMRM is released into the cytosol and does not fluoresce during cell stress or apoptosis when the mitochondrial membrane depolarizes (18) . Thus, TMRM is a sensitive indicator of changes in mitochondrial membrane potential resulting from mild cell stress. While TMRM intensity did not change over 2 hours in uncompressed control cells, a small 16% decrease in TMRM staining intensity was seen following 2 hours of compression. In contrast, depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane with FCCP resulted in a 62% decrease in fluorescence intensity, and hyperpolarization with oligomycin produced a 225% increase in fluorescence intensity (Figure 4, A and B) . These data suggest compression may induce slight oxidative stress on the cells, but the effect is not drastic.
We have demonstrated that the CLiC cytoindentor does not cause significant changes in cell health. Therefore, it can be used to actuate precise and gentle forces on live cells. This force readout can be inferred by likening the cell to an elastic spring and calculating applied force as a function of displacement. The viscoelastic properties of both CHO-K1 cells and PDMS have been well-characterized in the literature.
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AFM measurements of the elastic moduli of living CHO-K1 cells report a range of 244-1020 Pa (19) , while the elastic moduli of PDMS composed of 10:1 curing agent to pre-polymer range 1.93-2.27 MPa (20) . Both report a Poisson ratio of ~0.5, which assumes both materials are incompressible. By modeling the cells and the PDMS indenter posts as spherical elastic sur faces (21) , the estimated force actuated on the cells by every rod is ~110 µN with the CLiC cytoindentor.
The CLiC cytoindentor can serve as a tunable platform for high-throughput, parallelized local loading on live cells. The CLiC lens can be enhanced with micropatterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) films functionalized to either compress or pull on multiple cells and can be customized to confine subcellular compar tments under various geometries. We also envision the PDMS micropost array could serve as a barrier around which cells must migrate instead of being pinned down by the microposts. Studies have shown that cells confined to narrow channels and varying densities of ECM migrate more quickly (22, 23) . PDMS microposts of varying densities and geometries could be rapidly prototyped to conduct similar studies of confined cells. With no apparent signs of apoptosis induction or significant cell stress, the CLiC cytoindentor can be used as a cell perturbation tool to investigate force-dependent cell mechanochemistry, among other phenomena. Subsequent integration of this device with biophysical tools such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, which measures diffusing and interacting biomolecules, could enable study of the chemo-mechanical effects of the applied load at the single-adhesion or single-molecule level. 
